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N.B. All'interno del libro troverete un coupon che vi consente l'accesso alle video-lezioni del corso. Impara a
decifrare il significato dei Numeri e scopri come utilizzarli nel quotidiano. L’obiettivo principale del “Corso
Base di Numerologia Evolutiva” è proprio quello di fornire le conoscenze di base sul significato dei Numeri
Universali e dei Numeri Personali, in modo da consentire all’allievo di ottenere le competenze necessarie a
sviluppare un quadro numerologico in base alla conversione di nome, cognome e data di nascita. Conoscere
il profilo numerologico di una persona, aiuta a conoscere al meglio il suo carattere, gli aspetti da
modificare, i talenti da potenziare ed anche le qualità da espandere.Il profilo numerologico ci aiuta a
gestire al meglio le relazioni, a scegliere nella professione e nei progetti che vogliamo realizzare.
Particolare importante del corso è anche l’analisi delle quattro principali fasi della vita, all’interno delle
quali si trovano le indicazioni sulle sfide che incontreremo e su come farne tesoro per la nostra crescita
interiore. In questo corso imparerai: - Il significato dei principali Numeri Personali e come agiscono
all’interno della personalità; - La metodologia da utilizzare per i calcoli e per ricavare i Numeri Personali, I
Numeri Mancanti e le Quattro fasi della Vita; - Come creare una Tavola Numerologica e come svilupparne
la stesura; - Il significato dei Numeri Karmici e dei Numeri Maestri; - Come sviluppare l’analisi dell’Anno
Personale. Buon Apprendimento!
Guida pratica alla numerologia. Conosci te stesso e gli altri attraverso i numeri - Giulia Amici 2008

The Power of Now Journal - Eckhart Tolle 2019-10
This beautiful journal offers a wonderful way to reflect on some of the most insightful and life-changing
passages from Tolle's brilliant book, and a place to write whatever thoughts one wishes to add.
The Way of Tarot - Alejandro Jodorowsky 2009-11-17
Filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky’s insights into the Tarot as a spiritual path • Works with the original
Marseille Tarot to reveal the roots of Western wisdom • Provides the key to the symbolic language of the
Tarot’s “nomadic cathedral” • Transforms a simple divination tool into a vehicle for self-realization and
healing Alejandro Jodorowsky’s profound study of the Tarot, which began in the early 1950s, reveals it to be
far more than a simple divination device. The Tarot is first and foremost a powerful instrument of selfknowledge and a representation of the structure of the soul. The Way of Tarot shows that the entire deck is
structured like a temple, or a mandala, which is both an image of the world and a representation of the
divine. The authors use the sacred art of the original Marseille Tarot--created during a time of religious
tolerance in the 11th century--to reconnect with the roots of the Tarot’s Western esoteric wisdom. They
explain that the Tarot is a “nomadic cathedral” whose parts--the 78 cards or “arcana”--should always be
viewed with an awareness of the whole structure. This understanding is essential to fully grasp the Tarot’s
hermetic symbolism. The authors explore the secret associations behind the hierarchy of the cards and the
correspondences between the suits and energies within human beings. Each description of the Major
Arcana includes key word summaries, symbolic meanings, traditional interpretations, and a section where
the card speaks for itself. Jodorowsky and Costa then take the art of reading the Tarot to a depth never
before possible. Using their work with Tarology, a new psychological approach that uses the symbolism and
optical language of the Tarot to create a mirror image of the personality, they offer a powerful tool for selfrealization, creativity, and healing.
Numerology - Austin Coates 1991-11
In addition to representing quantities, many people believe that numbers have deeper meanings. A noted
orientalist and writer, Coates explains his system of reading people's characters and predicting their
fortunes based on their names and birth dates.
Numerology - Meaning of numbers and their interpretation - François Arnauld 2014-11-22
New Edition. Numerology is considered one of the oldest analytical techniques in the world, more than two
and a half millennia ago, Egyptian priests and Babylonians used it as a way to meet others and for the
understanding of human psychology. Much of numerological knowledge, is also attributed to the teacherphilosopher Pythagoras, who is said, before accepting a student in his school, examined it by name and date
of birth. This manual numerology allows us to know the meaning of each number and, in particular:
Numerological divination The Pythagorean Numerology The Masters numbers and karmic numbers
Numerology Classical The date of Birth The Path of Birth The number of the Soul The number of person
The Number of I The number of Quintessence The life cycles The Pinnacles and Challenges The Personal
Numbers The lucky number The lucky date The first letter of the name The day of birth The Shadow
numbers
Corso Base di Numerologia Evolutiva - Vitiana Paola Montana 2018-12-03
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Rediscovering the I Ching - Gregory Whincup 1996
Offers a new translation of the Chinese Book of Changes incorporating recent discoveries, and describes
the meaning of all sixty-four hexagrams
The Dalai Lama's Cat and the Art of Purring - David Michie 2013-11-28
"What makes you purr? Of all the questions in the world, this is the most important. . . . . Because no matter
whether you are a playful kitten or sedentary senior, whether you’re a scrawny alley Tom, or sleek-coated
uptown girl, whatever your circumstances you just want to be happy. Not the kind of happy that comes and
goes like a can of flaked tuna, but an enduring happiness. The deep down happiness that makes you purr
from the heart." His Holiness’s cat is back—older, a bit wiser, and as curious as ever. In this book, the Dalai
Lama sets for his lovable feline companion the task of investigating The Art of Purring. Whether it’s the
humorous insights gained from a visiting Ivy League Psychology Professor, the extraordinary research of a
world-famous biologist, or the life-changing revelations of a mystical yogi, His Holiness’s Cat encounters a
wealth of wisdom about happiness. And what she discovers changes the way she sees herself forever. With
a much loved—and growing—cast of characters from the local community and His Holiness’s residence, as
well as encounters with intriguing strangers and celebrities from far and wide, The Dalai Lama’s Cat and
the Art of Purring will transport readers in another unforgettable story. Along the way they will come to
understand how elements of contemporary science and Buddhism converge. And, once again, they will feel
the warmth of compassion and nonattachment that radiate from the heart of the Dalai Lama’s teachings
about our quest for enduring happiness.
Numerology - Harish Johari 1990-11-01
For the first time, a Tantric scholar and expert in the Hindu traditions of Ayurveda and astrology presents a
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system of numerology that combines numerical calculations, astrological data, and an analysis of body type.
He illustrates the Vedic Square and the visual patterns that can be derived from it, casting a revealing light
on the more esoteric interpretations of numbers and their relationship to one another. Recommendations
are given regarding strong and weak periods of day or year, favorable colors and precious stones to be
worn, and meditations and mantras to be practiced for health and prosperity. Explains how to determine
the psychic number, name number, and destiny number; how these numbers relate to each of the nine
planets, and how they apply to every aspect of life--including personality, temperament, intelligence,
talents, sexuality, spirituality, finances, travel, and health.
From Soil to Psyche - David A. Phillips 1977

Faulkner reveals how the ancient wisdom of the stars can empower you to get the most out of life.
Faulkner’s method is not about nebulous predictions or fate. It’s about discovering the qualities, good and
bad, associated with your natal chart—the position of the planets at the time of your birth—and using that
knowledge to inform your decisions and relationships. Easy to use and designed as both an introduction for
the cosmically curious and a deep dive for experienced spiritual seekers, this guide shows you how to
interpret your chart, find balance, and reconnect with yourself. Consult The Signs to learn what to do when:
• You’re an inflexible Taurus, resistant to change. (Create things. Even a home-cooked meal will heal you in
wondrous ways.) • You live with an argumentative Aries. (Never fight fire with fire. Wait till your partner
calms down to discuss your feelings.) • You have Capricorn influence. (Shed the need to conform. Structure
is important, but it needs to be flexible enough to change as we grow.)
Detail in Contemporary Residential Architecture 2 - David Phillips 2014-11-04
Detail in Contemporary Residential Architecture 2 follows on from the success of the first book in the
series, and contains all new projects. Featuring the work of renowned architects from around the world,
this book presents 50 of the most recently completed and influential designs, along with analysis of both the
technical and the aesthetic importance of details in modern residential architecture. The projects are
presented in clear and concise layouts over four pages. All of the drawings are styled consistently and
presented at standard architectural scales to allow for easy comparison. Each project is presented with
color photographs, site plans, and sections and elevations, as well as numerous construction details. There
is also descriptive text, detailed captions and in-depth information for each project. A bonus CD contains
drawings from the book, in both .eps and .dwg (generic CAD) formats.
David Adjaye - Art Institute of Chicago 2015-01-01
"David Adjaye, a major international figure in architecture and design, transforms complex ideas into
approachable, innovative structures. The book contains an introduction by Okwui Enwezor and Zèoe Ryan;
an essay by Adjaye himself; analyses of his master plans, transnational architecture, monuments and
memorials, and the National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington, D.C.; and
portfolios of his work, grouped by theme"-The Enigma of Numbers - Lance Storm 2008
"Lance Storm challenges our obsession for organising and quatifying our world with an absorbing expose of
the shadow side of quantity - number as quality. In Storm's hands, qualitative numbers are mysterious
symbols, giving rise to puzzling patterns and uncanny coincidences." -- Back cover.
Astrologia e Numerologia - Manuale Completo per Principianti - Impara a Conoscere te stesso e gli altri
attraverso le Antiche Arti dell' Osservazione del Transito dei Pianeti e della Numerologia - Amelia Teije
2022-05-10
Stai lottando per riconoscere chi sei veramente e cosa ti motiva? Ti sei mai chiesto perché certe cose
sembrano accadere a te? Vuoi conoscere tutti i segreti delle Forze del Cielo? Sei nel posto giusto!..... Scopri
come l'astrologia e la numerologia possono essere usate per trovare significato, felicità e riconoscere i
messaggi segreti nella tua vita. Nel corso della storia, i numeri e i pianeti hanno giocato un ruolo chiave. Ci
hanno aiutato a rivelare il nostro futuro e con chi o cosa ci connettiamo meglio. Sono ovunque intorno a
noi... anche se non ce ne rendiamo conto. Questo libro condivide i segreti, precedentemente noti solo ai
professionisti, che contengono le chiavi del tuo futuro...anche se sei solo curioso o scettico. Astrologia:
Svela i segreti della tua vita e conosci il tuo destino attraverso le stelle Numerologia: Scopri il significato
dietro i numeri della tua vita e i loro segreti per il successo, la ricchezza, le relazioni, la fortuna e la felicità.
I concetti chiave discussi in questo pacchetto di libri includono: Ripartizioni dettagliate di ogni oroscopo e
segno zodiacale Sapere cosa indicano i pianeti sulle tue finanze e sul tuo lavoro Evitare le influenze
negative che ti distraggono dal tuo scopo di vita La storia della numerologia e come iniziare con la
numerologia Navigare meglio il percorso della tua vita per un successo raggiungibile e sostenibile Perché la
tua data di nascita rivela i tuoi talenti naturali E molto, molto di più... L'astrologia e la numerologia
contengono le risposte a molte delle domande della vita, ma solo tu hai il potere di agire su di esse. Non
aspettare un altro minuto, scopri le opportunità di una vita vissuta in sintonia con i tuoi numeri e il tuo
segno zodiacale, Questo è il libro per te!
The Everyday I Ching - Sarah Dening 1997-01-15

The Science of Happiness - Jean Finot 1914
Colorstrology - Michele Bernhardt 2005
Four out of 10 North Americans read their horoscope daily, 10 out of 10 have a birthday, and almost all of
them see the world in living colour.Colorstrology, already with a highly successful website at
colorstrology.com, infuses elements of astrology and numerology with the spirituality of colour to create a
colour profile for every day of the year. Cleverly packaged with 32 pages of perforated colour chips, this
new genre of metaphysical fun will bridge the consumer gap between the house-proud urbanite and the
barefoot spiritualist.Colorstrology, the company, is rolling out an entire line of branded products, from
cosmetics and jewellery to cards and flowers, but this is the only comprehensive book available by the
author who New York magazine calls a "must-see phenomenon."
Conoscersi con i numeri - Adriana Velardi 1991
Parisian Chic - Look Book - Inès de La Fressange 2017-04-05T00:00:00+02:00
How should I dress for a dinner at home with friends ? And for a first date ? This look book provides
personal tips from Ines de la Fressange, the quintessential Parisienne, for concocting a stylish look for
every situation, with nothing but her wardrobe essentials. Never again will you say "I have nothing to wear
".
Personology - Gary Goldschneider 2005-10-11
Astrology is finally getting personal! From the best-selling author of The Secret Language of Birthdays
comes a revolution in charting your horoscope based on both the date and time of your birth that makes all
other horoscope books irrelevant. With his "Personology" system, Gary Goldschneider has created a unique
method which divides each of the twelve signs into five sub-types-such as Aquarius-Pisces Cusp, Pisces I,
Pisces II, Pisces III, and Pisces-Aries Cusp-thereby sub-dividing the astrological year into 48 personology
periods. The precision this allows is far beyond anything available in any other astrology book and provides
a ground-breaking new way for readers to look not only at their own lives, but their interactions with those
around them. The book comes packed with easy-to-follow charts covering the sun, eight different planets,
and, unique to this book, the rapid fluctuations of the moon for every year from 1900 through 2025. The
result is an unprecedented level of precision, as well as a beautifully illustrated volume destined to become
the one and only book horoscope readers will treasure for the next twenty years.
Meditation and Kabbalah - Aryeh Kaplan 1995
Meditative methods of Kabbalah. A lucid presentation of the meditative methods, mantras, mandalas and
other devices used, as well as a penetrating interpretation of their significance in the light of contemporary
meditative research.
The Book of Symbols - Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism 2017-07-26
The Book Of Symbols: Reflections On Archetypal Images By Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism
The Signs - Carolyne Faulkner 2018-05-15
In this inspiring guide to achieving happiness and wellness in life, work, and relationships, a “go-to life
coach for those in the know” (InStyle) reveals how to use astrology as a roadmap to success. For thousands
of years, people have looked to the night sky for guidance. Yet these days it’s so easy to lose touch with the
universe and the important direction it can provide. In The Signs, astrologer and life coach Carolyne
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Details how to use the ancient Chinese book of divination and discussess how to relate the I Ching's
hexagrams to the problems of modern life
Cain's Jawbone - Edward Powys Powys Mathers 2021-04-27
Six murders. One hundred pages. Millions of possible combinations... but only one is correct. Can you solve
Torquemada's murder mystery? In 1934, the Observer's cryptic crossword compiler, Edward Powys
Mathers (aka Torquemada), released a novel that was simultaneously a murder mystery and the most
fiendishly difficult literary puzzle ever written. The pages have been printed in an entirely haphazard order,
but it is possible - through logic and intelligent reading - to sort the pages into the only correct order,
revealing six murder victims and their respective murderers. Only three puzzlers have ever solved the
mystery of Cain's Jawbone: do you have what it takes to join their ranks? Please note: this puzzle is
extremely difficult and not for the faint-hearted.
Pocket World In Figures 2022 - The Economist 2021-08-26
The 2022 edition of this annual bestseller has been completely revised and updated, with new features
including the origins and destinations of migrants, the prevalence of paramilitary forces, levels of slum
populations and a range of indicators tracking the effects of covid-19, among many others. It provides
rankings on more than 200 topics covering 188 countries, together with detailed statistical profiles of 64 of
the world's major economies, plus the euro area and the world itself, and challenges readers to test their
knowledge with a quiz. If you want to know » which country imports the most arms » the countries with the
highest life expectancy » where most mammal species are under threat » which country normally hosts
most tourists » where to get the highest broadband speed » who has the highest percentage of covid-19
vaccinations this edition of Pocket World in Figures has the answers.
Astrologia e Numerologia - Manuale Completo per Principianti - Amelia Teije
Stai lottando per riconoscere chi sei veramente e cosa ti motiva? Ti sei mai chiesto perché certe cose
sembrano accadere a te? Vuoi conoscere tutti i segreti delle Forze del Cielo? Sei nel posto giusto!..... Scopri
come l'astrologia e la numerologia possono essere usate per trovare significato, felicità e riconoscere i
messaggi segreti nella tua vita. Nel corso della storia, i numeri e i pianeti hanno giocato un ruolo chiave. Ci
hanno aiutato a rivelare il nostro futuro e con chi o cosa ci connettiamo meglio. Sono ovunque intorno a
noi... anche se non ce ne rendiamo conto. Questo libro condivide i segreti, precedentemente noti solo ai
professionisti, che contengono le chiavi del tuo futuro...anche se sei solo curioso o scettico. Astrologia:
Svela i segreti della tua vita e conosci il tuo destino attraverso le stelle Numerologia: Scopri il significato
dietro i numeri della tua vita e i loro segreti per il successo, la ricchezza, le relazioni, la fortuna e la felicità.
I concetti chiave discussi in questo pacchetto di libri includono: Ripartizioni dettagliate di ogni oroscopo e
segno zodiacale Sapere cosa indicano i pianeti sulle tue finanze e sul tuo lavoro Evitare le influenze
negative che ti distraggono dal tuo scopo di vita La storia della numerologia e come iniziare con la
numerologia Navigare meglio il percorso della tua vita per un successo raggiungibile e sostenibile Perché la
tua data di nascita rivela i tuoi talenti naturali E molto, molto di più... L'astrologia e la numerologia
contengono le risposte a molte delle domande della vita, ma solo tu hai il potere di agire su di esse. Non
aspettare un altro minuto, scopri le opportunità di una vita vissuta in sintonia con i tuoi numeri e il tuo
segno zodiacale, Questo è il libro per te!
Marvel Zombies 2 - Robert Kirkman 2009-04-22
Forty years have passed and the zombies have come back home after eating just about everything else in
the universe. Yum yum! What awaits them back on Earth, though, is beyond anything even these shambling
monstrosities could have conceived! The Marvel characters that became last year's unexpected smash hit
are back and more stomach-churning than ever! Plus: At last - witness the birth of the Marvel Zombies!
Kirkman and Phillips pull out all the stops as they reveal the secret story of the day the Marvel Heroes
became brain-eating monsters! Want to see the Avengers eat Jarvis? You won't get that in New Avengers,
effendi! Collects Marvel Zombies 2 #1-5.
How to Read Egyptian Hieroglyphs - Mark Collier 2003
With the help of Egyptologists Collier and Manley, museum-goers, tourists, and armchair travelers alike can
gain a basic knowledge of the language and culture of ancient Egypt. Each chapter introduces a new aspect
of hieroglyphic script and encourages acquisition of reading skills with practical exercises. 200
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illustrations.
Quadrivium - John Martineau 2020-08-08
The Quadrivium consists of the four Liberal Arts of Number, Geometry, Music, and Cosmology, studied
from antiquity to the Renaissance as a way of glimpsing the nature of reality. They synthesize number,
space, and time. Geometry is number in space, music is number in time, and the cosmos expresses number
in space and time. Number, music, and geometry are metaphysical truths, good and beautiful everywhere
at all times. Life across the universe investigates them. They foreshadow the physical sciences. This is the
first volume to bring together the Quadrivium for many hundreds of years
Il libro completo della numerologia. Scopri la tua vera essenza - David A. Phillips 2013
Get Into Medical School - Olivier Picard 2017
The Complete Book of Numerology - David A. Phillips, Ph.D. 2005-11-01
To the conventional scientist, numbers are merely symbols of comparative quantities, but in the broader,
metaphysical sense, they assume a deeper, more profound significance. The Complete Book of Numerology
reveals the underlying meaning behind the numbers in your life and enables you to understand the
connection between your numerological patterns and your degree of abundance, health, and general wellbeing. Overall, delving into the world of numbers will provide you with a simple and accurate way to
decipher your experiences in the same manner that a road map helps you navigate a route that you haven’t
previously traveled.
Auntie Mame - Patrick Dennis 2002-02-05
With a wit as sharp as a vodka stinger and a heart as free as her spirit, Auntie Mame burst onto the literary
scene in 1955--and today remains one of the most unforgettable characters in contemporary fiction. Wildly
successful when it was first published in 1955, Patrick Dennis’ Auntie Mame sold over two million copies
and stayed put on the New York Times bestseller list for 112 weeks. It was made into a play, a Broadway
and a Hollywood musical, and a fabulous movie starring Rosalind Russell. Since then, Mame has taken her
rightful place in the pantheon of Great and Important People as the world’s most beloved, madcap,
devastatingly sophisticated, and glamorous aunt. She is impossible to resist, and this hilarious story of an
orphaned ten-year-old boy sent to live with his aunt is as delicious a read in the twenty-first century as it
was in the 1950s. Follow the rollicking adventures of this unflappable flapper as seen through the wide
eyes of her young, impressionable nephew and discover anew or for the first time why Mame has made the
world a more wonderful place. "Outrageous, hilarious, ribald, sophisticated, slapsatiric." The Denver Post
Life! - Louise L. Hay 2009-11
In LIFE! Reflections on Your Journey, Louise L. Hay brings you a truly moving and inspirational book that
will help you identify and heal a number of the pressing issues that you encounter on your path. Among
other topics, Louise deals with growing up, relationships, work, health, spirituality, aging, death ... and
many of the problems, fears, and challenges that these passages bring about. No matter what obstacles lie
before you, Louise continually reminds you that the magnificent, frightening, delightful, ridiculous,
astounding phenomenon that you experience between birth and death is what LIFE is all about!
Revelation - 1999-01-01
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the
"Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
The Secret Language of Birthdays - Gary Goldschneider 2003-10-20
Combining astrology, numerology, and pure psychic intuition, The Secret Language of Birthdays is a wholly
unique compilation that reveals one's strengths, weaknesses, and major issues while providing practical
advice and spiritual guidance. Many have suspected that your birthday affects your personality and how
you relate to others. Nineteen years and over one million copies later, The Secret Language of Birthdays
continues to fascinate readers by describing the characteristics associated with being born on a particular
day. The 366 personality profiles are based on astrology, numerology, the tarot, and Gary Goldschneider’s
observations of more than 14,000 people. Your strengths, weaknesses, and major concerns will be
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through: · learning to listen and trust the inner voice; · loving the child within; · letting our true feelings
out; · the responsibility of parenting; · releasing our fears about growing older; · allowing ourselves to
receive prosperity; · expressing our creativity; · accepting change as a natural part of life; · creating a world
that is ecologically sound; · where it's safe to love each other'; · and much more. She closes the book with a
chapter devoted to meditations for personal and planetary healing.
Marketing Metrics - Paul Farris 2015-08-21
Now updated with new techniques and even more practical insights, this is the definitive guide to today’s
most valuable marketing metrics. Four leading marketing researchers help you choose the right metrics for
every challenge, and use models and dashboards to translate numbers into real management insight.
Marketing Metrics: The Manager’s Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance, Third Edition now
contains: Important new coverage of intangible assets A rigorous and practical discussion of quantifying the
value of information More detail on measuring brand equity A complete separate chapter on web, SEM,
mobile, and "digital" metrics Practical linkages to Excel, showing how to use functions and Excel Solver to
analyze marketing metrics An up-to-date survey of free metrics available from Google and elsewhere
Expanded coverage of methodologies for quantifying marketing ROI The authors show how to use
marketing dashboards to view market dynamics from multiple perspectives, maximize accuracy, and
"triangulate" to optimal solutions. You’ll discover high-value metrics for virtually every facet of marketing:
promotional strategy, advertising, and distribution; customer perceptions; market share; competitors’
power; margins and pricing; products and portfolios; customer profitability; sales forces, channels, and
more. For every metric, the authors present real-world pros, cons, and tradeoffs — and help you understand
what the numbers really mean. Last but not least, they show you how to build comprehensive models to
support planning — and optimize every marketing decision you make. Marketing Metrics, Third Edition will
be invaluable to all marketing executives, practitioners, analysts, consultants, and advanced students
interested in quantifying marketing performance.

illuminated while you are given practical advice and spiritual guidance. After you study your profile, it will
be hard to resist examining those of family, friends, colleagues, and even celebrities.
Bliss Lab - Lalitha Donatella Riback 2019-01-11
If you're looking for ways to uncover your higher potential for happiness, bliss, creativity, prosperity, and
freedom, while fulfilling your deep, spiritual longing, "Bliss Lab" will bring you time-tested tools from the
wisdom traditions of India. The reader will find extraordinary stories about supernormal powers attained by
the yogis in their meditative states, and the traditional steps to achieve them. "Bliss Lab" is an overview of
how consciousness and the super brain can be explored through a panoramic view of the Vedic cosmos, and
the omniscient Rishis or intuitive sages of ancient India. This book's message is that everything we long for
can be found within, including the reasons for our success and failure. From this step-by-step guide, you
can learn how to better yourself, and tap into your inborn gifts of intuition and thought manifestation. The
language and techniques in this book can be found in the Science of Light or Vedic astrology, a predictive
system said to reveal secrets of your past, present, and future to empower you, and free you from all
limitations. This book inspires the reader to live a dream life that includes material abundance, spiritual
fulfillment, meaning and purpose. "Bliss Lab" engages the reader through awe and wonder for the magical
world of the Self. At its core this spiritual guide carries the ultimate teaching of the yogis: Humanity has
divine origins.
Numerology - Rhonda Waite Moon 2021-02-13
55% discount for bookstores! Now at $35.95 instead of $55.95! The Ultimate Guide to Numerology for
Beginners. Your customers will never stop using this amazing book!
The Power Is Within You - Louise Hay 1995-03-07
“Louise Hay writes to your soul—where all healing begins. I love this book... and I love Louise Hay.” — Dr.
Wayne W. Dyer In The Power Is Within You, Louise L. Hay expands her philosophies of loving the self
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